












The Lexus NX 300h delivers 194 hp of refined power
with CO2 emissions of 133 g/km. Equipped with our new
Lexus Hybrid Drive - seamlessly orchestrating power from a
2.5-litre petrol and electric motor - the Lexus NX Hybrid is
incredibly smooth and quiet, unlike any preceding hybrid.
It delivers dynamic performance and best-in-class fuel
consumption of a mere 5.7 L/100km [17.5 km/L] - amazing
for an SUV of this size.

This is a whole new level of hybrid performance.

Advanced Hybrid Exhilaration

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE

Lexus created the exclusive F SPORT package to inject razor-sharp sports 
performance into NX driving. The F SPORT attitude is instantly projected by 
the signature grille mesh and metallic-coated lower bumper that visually 
lower the centre of gravity and distinctive 18-inch aluminium wheels. Discreet 
F SPORT emblems on the front fenders and the contrasting black door 
mirrors reinforce the exclusivity. The extra support of the seat, dimpled 
genuine leather steering wheel and shift lever knob, custom sports meters 
that evoke the LFA supercar, G sensor and turbo boost meter displays, and 
drilled aluminium pedals give a sports edge to driving control. That promise is 
converted into F SPORT exhilaration by fine-tuning of the front and rear 
suspension, the fitting of AVS (Adaptive Variable Suspension system) and 
front and rear performance dampers that heighten responsiveness and 
handling stability.

The F SPORT Experience

AMPLIFY YOUR DRIVE





The Wireless Charger in the cantre console box enables 
wireless charging of batteries in Qi-compatible smartphones 
and electronic devices by placing them on the charger tray.

No cables? No problem.

The Remote Touch Interface allows users to interact intuitively with 
the navigation and audio systems on the 10.3 inch display screen. 
This smartphone-like operation provides easy control of the
system by using just the fingertips.





L-shaped LED Headlamps
Uniquely-shaped lenses and multiple LEDs, 
these distinct headlamps ensure that the vehicle 
is immediately recognizable as a Lexus. Thus, 
giving the vehicle a more eye-catching presence.

LED Rear Combination Lamps
The distinctive L-shaped lamps creates a wide signal and 
projecting a strong presence. The wide LED sequential 
turn signal lamps illuminate from the inner to the outer 
side of the lamp to intuitively convey the turn direction.



(NX 200t only)

The high resolution 10.3-inch display screen comes equipped with 
factory fitted navigation at the centre of the instrument panel. This 
screen displays information which enables you to personalize 
vehicular functions such as climate, audio and phone controls easily.

(NX 300 only)



The 2.0-litre turbo engine in the new Lexus NX 300 was tested over one million kilometres of various, 
often harsh, road conditions and environments.



HEAT BLUE (8X1)
(Exclusive for NX F-Sport)

PLATINUM SILVER METALLIC (1J4) MERCURY GRAY MICA (1H9)

SONIC TITANIUM (1J7) BLACK (212)GRAPHITE BLACK GLASS FLAKE (223)

RED MICA CRYSTAL SHINE (3R1)AMBER CRYSTAL SHINE (4X2) SPARKLING METEOR METALLIC (8X9)

WHITE NOVA GLASS FLAKE (083)
(Exclusive for NX F-Sport)

LAVA ORANGE CRYSTAL SHINE (4W7)
(Exclusive for NX F-Sport)

SONIC QUARTZ (085)



18-INCH ALUMINIUM WHEEL
(NX 300 F-SPORT)

Exclusive wheel with a black and bright machined
two-tone finish expressing a resolute image.

(NX 300 Luxury )

A bright machined finished and a dark metallic
coating realizing a dynamic two-tone graphic with
a three-dimensional depth that enhances the
dynamic impression

BLACK
(Exclusive for NX F-Sport)

FLARE RED
(Exclusive for NX F-Sport)

WHITE
(Exclusive for NX F-Sport)

OCHRE
(Exclusive for NX 300 Luxury)

ACCENT WHITE
(Exclusive for NX 300 Luxury)

BLACK
(Exclusive for NX 300 Luxury)

RICH CREAM
(Exclusive for NX 300 Luxury)

WHITE OCHRE
(Exclusive for NX 300 Luxury)

DARK ROSE
(Exclusive for NX 300 Luxury)



10.3-inch Display Screen

NX 300 F-SPORTNX 300 LUXURY NX 300 F-SPORTNX 300 LUXURY

Mark Levinson Audio System with 14 Speakers
Lexus Premium Audio System with 10 Speakers

225/60R18 Aluminium Wheels



4 Cylinders, In-line Type, 16-valve DOHC, VVT-iW (Intake) + VVT-i (Exhaust)
NX 300 F-SPORT

Curb Weight

NX 300 LUXURY




